LEO Sings!
3rd session in Tours - France

Analysis of anonymous questionnaires
distributed to the participants.

From 18th to 23rd of October 2014, the LEO SINGS event
took place in France : in Tours for five days and one last day in
Saint-Lô. Tours was very pleased to be the European Capital of
Voice. Concerts, professional meetings and workshops were
prepared in a big event that tried to give to all participants
a memorable, pleasant and professional experience. This
report is based on the 54 anonymous questionnaires collected after the adventure and takes only the Tours session
into account.

cepravoi.fr
CEntre de PRAtiques VOcales et Instrumentales en région Centre
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1 - General Impression
YOUR GENERAL IMPRESSION
1 Strongly disagree

4
Strongly
agree

2
Disagree

3 Agree

Question

1

2

3

4

Your general impression

1.98%

12.61%

48.83%

36.58%

The program met my expectations

1.92%

11.54%

65.38%

21.15%

The program was well organized

3.77%

5.66%

43.4%

47.17%

The advance information was sufficient and clear

1.92%

17.31%

46.15%

34.62%

The program met my learning objectives

1.92%

17.31%

53.85%

26.92%

The program met the stated objectives

0%

20.45%

50%

29.55%

The scheduling was well-planned

0%

11.54%

36.54%

51.92%

The program was relevant for my teaching/practice

1.96%

13.73%

52.94%

31.37%

The content was helpful for my organization

4.08%

20.41%

53.06%

22.45%

I was able to interact with other participants

1.92%

3.85%

38.46%

55.77%

I feel prepared to make a presentation to colleagues

2.13%

10.64%

57.45%

29.79%

I am now interested in pursuing the subject matter further

1.96%

7.84%

41.18%

49.02%

Legend: 1-Strongly disagree / 2-Disagree / 3-Agree / 4-Strongly agree
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1 - General Impression

YOUR GENERAL IMPRESSION
The general impression of the participants is good. They all appreciated the organization and
the conception, which they found both well prepared. Approximately four topics were very
recurrent in the anwers to this question: the exchange between people, the language issue, the
material and the topics discussed.
• The exchanges between people from different
countries are very appreciated. For a large
part indeed, meeting people, sharing and debating with them seems to be the most interesting things in such a project. Nevertheless,
there are some echoes saying that people
from different countries have sometimes difficulties to mix. A suggestion has been made:
find workshops or activities to help/to facilitate the mixing.
• The language issue is the second point and it
is certainly one of the reasons that can explain
those difficulties. Indeed, some respondents
explain that they can’t entirely appreciate the
exchanges because of the language problem.
Their level in English does not allow them to
interact correctly and as they’d wish. The idea
of a simultaneous translator was brought.
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• A third point was recurrent: the question of
the material. It seems that the participants
would have appreciated some mediums like
handouts from the speakers and trainers.
There is no time to write down every idea; with
handouts they would have been able to follow without missing ideas. It also would have
been preferable that they get some papers in
advance to prepare workshops better.
• The last point concerns the topics approached. The diversity of subjects discussed
resulted in some very interesting and stimulating exchanges. However, such a variety also
prevented any in-depth approach.

2 - General Organization

Question
1

ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION
Score

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

51

1

3,61

4

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

45

1

3,42

4

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

49

1

3,51

4

Detail No (%)
51 (100%)

1

2 (3.92%)

2

1 (1.96%)

3

12 (23.53%)

4

36 (70.59%)

Question
2

ACCOMMODATION
Score

Detail No (%)
45 (100%)

1

1 (2.22%)

2

2 (4.44%)

3

19 (42.22%)

4

23 (51.11%)

Question
3

LUNCHES AND COFFEE BREAKS
Score

Detail No (%)
49 (100%)

1

1 (2.04%)

2

3 (6.12%)

3

15 (30.61%)

4

30 (61.22%)
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The participants are mostly
pleased with the organization.
Sessions were well prepared and
explanations were good. But yet,
some of the participants found
the information insufficient.
They would have preferred more
information before sessions, to
know what to expect and how to
prepare.

In general, participants were
satisfied with the accommodation. The convenient location
(near the conservatory and the
train station) was really appreciated. Yet, two complaints were
recorded. First, a few people
found the chapel room and the
amphitheater not adapted; the
acoustics were of poor quality.
Second, one person specified
that the Wi-Fi was weak.
Generally speaking, lunches and
coffee breaks were fine. The food
and the fresh vegetables were
appreciated as much as the wide
selection. However, a few people
mentioned that the food was not
always good.
Regarding the time allowed for
breaks, one half hour seems just
right. This time is perfect to make
contacts without pressure.

2 - General Organization

Question
4

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

49

1

3,29

4

Question

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

OUTING

40

2

3,38

4

SCHEDULE (TIMETABLE)
Score

Detail No (%)
49 (100%)

5

1

1 (2.04%)

2

2 (4.08%)

4

18 (36.73%)

3

28 (57.14%)

Score

Detail No (%)
40 (100%)

1

0 (0%)

2

5 (12.5%)

3

15 (37.5%)

4

20 (50%)
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It seems that the timetable was
suitable for the majority. Several
times in the comments, it was
brought up that the timetable
was too tight.
A few participants asked for
longer breaks to reflect and talk
more. Some of them asked for
shorter and more interactive sessions. But looking at the numbers, a large majority seems satisfied nonetheless.
Concerning the outings, the majority of the respondents were
very pleased to participate at the
opening and closing concerts.
The Chœur National des Jeunes
à Cœur Joie and Mikrokosmos
were great and interesting. A few
participants made compliments
about the evenings out, the
restaurants and the party.
One participant expressed the
idea of an afternoon or morning
off. Another one suggested that
a place to mingle and make music together would be needed.

3 - Contents

Question
6

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

40

2

3,23

4

Question

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

WARM UP

49

1

3,57

4

OPENING SESSION
Score

Detail No (%)
40 (100%)

7

1

0 (0%)

2

3 (7.5%)

2

25 (62.5%)

3

12 (30%)

Score

Detail No (%)
49 (100%)

1

2 (4.08%)

2

0 (0%)

3

15 (30.61%)

4

32 (65.31%)

Peder Karlsson: peddan@me.com
Denis Raisin Dadre: draisin.dadre@gmail.com
Lucas Tuan Minh Hoang: mailmelaniejackson@gmail.com
Melanie Jackson: mailmelaniejackson@gmail.com

Jim Daus Hjernøe: jim@musikkons.dk
Erwann Jan: bezek.b@wanadoo.fr
Loïc Pierre: loicmikro@orange.fr
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The opening session was as
good as the choir. However, it
could have been more exciting.
Several ideas came up in the
comments and pointed in the
same direction: maybe a little
less of speaking and perhaps an
“ice-breaker” with presentation
of only the names in a musical
game. In fact, this last idea was
carried out, but only on Tuesday.
It sounds like it came in too late
in the week for the participants.
Warm-ups are really appreciated.
It is the most popular exercise
and it collects the best rating.
There are a lot of positive adjectives used by the participants
to qualify the warm-ups: useful,
interesting, important, pleasant,
interactive, dynamic, varied, rich,
etc.
A few participants qualified Lucas as a talented young teacher,
even if Qi Gong seemed too
complex for beginners. Peder
and Denis received compliments
too.
However, some participants
found some warm-ups better
prepared than others. The language problem was expressed
again: the warm-up would have
been more appreciated if there
had been a translator.

3 - Contents

Question
8

WORLD CAFÉ AROUND VOCABULARY
Score

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

45

1

2,62

4

Detail No (%)
45 (100%)

1

10 (22.22%)

2

6 (13.33%)

3

20 (44.44%)

4

9 (20%)

World Café Around Vocabulary
has a very mixed opinion. On
one hand, there are those who
think that the questions, the way
of working and the method was
complicated and not clear. The

Question
9

MASTER CLASSES ON SUNDAY
AFTERNOON

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

45

2

3,36

4

• The vocal sound of the choir using the collaboration of a voice teacher
with a conductor with Susan Yarnall-Monk
• Ensemble techniques for rhythm, blend, intonation and phrasing with Peder Karlsson.

Score

Detail No (%)
45 (100%)

1

0 (0%)

2

4 (8.89%)

3

21 (46.67%)

4

20 (44.44%)

Peder Karlsson: peddan@me.com
Susan Yarnall-Monk: yarnallmonks@yahoo.co.uk
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Analysis of anonymous questionnaires distributed to participants.

exercise itself was confused and
confusing, some comments even
say it was not useful.
On the other hand, several participants, sometimes the same
who said that the exercise was
confusing, viewed it as a good
and interesting thing. They don’t
consider this activity to be a
pleasant one but one that is important and necessary one. Also,
the discussion in groups was stimulating. To sum up, the majority
of the participants gets the importance of this work but thinks
it is too theoretical and sees it as
a long-term project. Concerning
this question, more information
is provided in the Annex.

Susan and Peder received several compliments in the comments. The work was very well
presented and also practical
because it is possible to take it
home. The lessons were relevant, inspiring, enjoyable and
interesting according to the participants. Two points could be
improved though.
The participants would have
appreciated more interaction
between Susan and Philippe;
they were waiting for a work
with the voice teacher and the
conductor together. Also, one
comment points to the need for
more participation.

3 - Contents

Question
10

SOUNDPAINTING
Score

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

44

1

3,39

4

Detail No (%)
44 (100%)

1

2 (4.55%)

2

3 (6.82%)

3

15 (34.09%)

4

24 (54.55%)

Angélique Cormier: angelique.cormier@wanadoo.fr
For a large share of participants,
soundpainting was a total discovery and they are very thankful
for it. They used adjectives like

Question
11

NEW SPACES FOR CONCERTS
Score

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

37

1

2,76

4

Detail No (%)
37 (100%)

1

2 (5.41%)

2

13 (35.14%)

3

14 (37.84%)

4

8 (21.62%)

Maud le Floc’h: maud.lefloch@polau.org
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Analysis of anonymous questionnaires distributed to participants.

“great”, “interesting”, “different”
and “fascinating” to qualify this
“experience”. Some of them
want to go further and carry on
the study of this new way by
themselves. They also complimented the conductor, who is a
“great person” and a “very skillful lady”.
One participant in particular,
who didn’t know soundpainting
before, expressed his surprise
concerning this artistic practice. He explained that he would
have preferred more explanation
about why and how to use it.
Finally, one comment reported
that videos would have been
better than photographs, which
would have been more relevant.
This conference failed to win
unanimous support. Some participants found it interesting because it showed there are new
ways to go. But it would have
been more interesting for a few
people to see some videos about
the topic, to have a better vision.
The oral presentation was also
a little bit too long. Despite his
interest, a participant brought up
that the idea to explore outside
of concert rooms is good but it
also requires money and venues.
For this person, there are easier
and cheaper ways to do it, like
flash-mob. For others, it was not
necessarily useful and the chapel
was not an appropriate place to
receive a conference (the sound
was unpleasant).

3 - Contents

Question
12

LECTURES ON MONDAY AFTERNOON
(Erwann Jan, François Bazola,
Abderzak Houmi and Loïc Pierre)
Score

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

48

1

3,06

4

Loïc Pierre:
loicmikro@orange.fr

48 (100%)
1 (2.08%)

2

11 (22.92%)

3

20 (41.67%)

4

16 (33.33%)

François Bazola:
fbazola@club-internet.fr
Abderzak Houmi:
cie.xpress.adm@hotmail.fr

Detail No (%)

1

Erwann Jan:
bezek.b@wanadoo.fr

Except for rare exceptions, the reviews are almost unanimous about this question and about
the four different presenters. Here is the opinion of the participants for each speaker in order
of their appearances during the session.
• For a big majority, Erwann Jan was disappointing. His presentation was too long, with
too many videos and not really useful. The
participants were frustrated because the presentation was only about finished projects
and not about the process. They would have
preferred an explanation of how he works
with the children. Also, maybe because of too
much pride and self-promotion, they felt they
have missed challenges or logistical advices.
A respondent thought his approach was interesting in the way that children are free to perform. But the same comment brought up the
use of some disrespectful remarks in regards
to famous choirs and especially their leaders.

10

• François Bazola and Abderzak Houmi win
unanimous support. Their presentations were
good, interesting and humble. But there is a
reproach in one comment though: the singing
aspect should have been more emphasized in
the presentation. The use of videos was overwhelming.
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• Concerning Loïc Pierre, opinions are more
divided. Some respondents congratulate him
and his presentation, as they did for François
Bazola and Abderzak Houmi. But a large part,
even those who found his work, choir and
ideas wonderful, thinks he was not respectful
of the other choirs. As for the presentation by
Erwann Jan, some participants thought it lacked modesty and kindness.
Generally speaking, the participants found
much of the session interesting and inspiring
but a little bit too long, because of 3 presentations following and too many videos. They also
would have liked more time to discuss, debate
and ask questions.

Analysis of anonymous questionnaires distributed to participants.
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Question
13

FRENCH AND EUROPEAN VOCAL
NETWORKS
Score

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

43

1

2,79

4

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

45

1

3,4

4

Detail No (%)
43 (100%)

1

1 (2.33%)

2

12 (27.91%)

3

25 (58.14%)

4

5 (11.63%)

Question
14

CONTEMPORARY ARRANGEMENTS AND
HARMONISATION OF FOLK SONGS
Score

Detail No (%)
45 (100%)

1

2 (4.44%)

2

2 (4.44%)

3

17 (37.78%)

4

24 (53.33%)
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Analysis of anonymous questionnaires distributed to participants.

There haven’t been many comments for this particular workshop and all were disparate.
Some people found this information interesting, nice to know and
necessary. For the others it was
not so interesting because it was
only choral or it was not so easy
to follow in terminology because
of too many abbreviations.
One other comment said it was
more French rather than European vocal networks…

One idea came up a lot in the
comments: “it was too short!”.
Many compliments and positive
adjectives were used to qualify this session: “good idea and
great moment”, “very interesting”, “very enriching practice”,
“brilliant and inspiring”, “nice
songs and well-prepared session”, “good idea to get to know
other countries through music”,
“excellent idea”, etc.
But the participants would have
appreciated and needed more
time, to practice every style, to
sing more and to go further.
Yet, the very first idea for this
session was not to go further
but rather to explore and show
to people that folk songs are indeed current and contemporary.

3 - Contents

Question
15

CHORAL SINGING AND SOCIAL
PRACTICES
Score

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

39

1

2,85

4

Number
reply

Min

Aver

Max

25

1

3,08

4

Detail No (%)
39 (100%)

1

1 (2.56%)

2

11 (28.21%)

3

20 (51.28%)

4

7 (17.95%)

Question
16

CHOIR CONDUCTING AND VOICE
TEACHING IN EUROPE
Score

Detail No (%)
25 (100%)

1

1 (4%)

2

3 (12%)

3

14 (56%)

4

7 (28%)
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Analysis of anonymous questionnaires distributed to participants.

This workshop touched on a
very important and interesting
topic. Unfortunately, the participants complained that they were
not well-prepared for the activities. They would have liked the
possibility to prepare before the
conference. That way, they could
have spoken on the subject and
been more interested in it.
Also, according to the answers,
problematics and objectives
were not clearly defined. Finally,
a respondent wrote that there
were only French people in the
workshop, so there was no sharing with other practices in Europe.

There were very few answers to
this question (score and text),
but the average shows a good
overall appreciation for this huge
subject. For example, a participant says that it was very interesting to learn about the different
European systems.
Others highlighted that it would
have been better if all partners
had prepared their interventions
(as it was the case for France).

4 - To go further

THE TWO THINGS YOU FOUND MOST HELPFUL
The warm-ups are radically the first thing that
participants were the most enthusiastic about.
On a basis of 41 respondents to that question,
20 rated the warm-ups as the most helpful. The
second most popular thing is less specific, but
yet very present in the comments: it is the idea
of meeting people and having an exchange
with them. Many appreciated the diversity of
the participants, the possibility to sing and
make music all together and to create a musical contact with all kinds of people. This idea of
openness is very present.

After these two main thoughts, there are also
some recurring items. Indeed, several participants noticed the circle songs with the
students from Denmark. The master classes
(especially with Peder Karlsson) and the soundpainting also had some success. Finally, the
inspiration is an idea that has been highlighted
several times. The participants really enjoyed
the diversity of the subjects and the multitude
of new ideas. They liked getting new creativity
by experiencing inspiring projects with others.

THE TWO THINGS YOU FELT WERE NOT
APPLICABLE OR NOT INTERESTING
According to the 32 respondents to the question, World Café Around Vocabulary appears to
be the least interesting thing. One comment explains: “we don’t need such a language, we’ve
got music”, another one notes “I think it is a
problem to spend so much time on vocabulary
during the session”.

After that, the two least popular subjects are
Erwann Jan’s presentation and the conference about new spaces for concerts. And
finally, in a few comments we found mentions
of the workshop “French and European vocal
networks” with a suggestion: “you could just
refer to websites”.
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Analysis of anonymous questionnaires distributed to participants.

4 - To go further
ONE OR TWO IDEAS YOU HAVE FOR CONTENT AND/OR
ORGANIZATION OF THE NEXT SESSIONS OF LEO SINGS!
The analysis of this question is not very easy because it is an open question. So it is quite difficult to sum up thirty different answers. Nevertheless, one suggestion came up several times:
a large part of the participants wanted more practice. Many of them would like more singing,
more practicing and more moments of musical sharing.
Except that, there are lots of different ideas, here are some:
• Every speaker should provide a handout.
Instead of taking notes, it would be more
practical for the participants to have some
documents they can read and keep with them
after the session.
• Sometimes, it could be interesting to have the
possibility to choose between two different
subjects/conferences/master classes at the
same time.
• Take care of people with food intolerances.
“We are many and like to eat too (fruit, rice
milk, stuff without gluten and milk products,

etc.)”
• More technical aspects of the voice for all
ages and singers.
• Divide countries in workshops.
• More interactive things in the middle of the
day.
• Choirs with children, under 12 years old.
• Keep exchange between styles, organizations, countries and experiences.
• A beat-box workshop.

FURTHER COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS
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In this category, all comments are unanimous
on one thing: Thanks a lot to the CEPRAVOI,
PFI and Co. The participants are very grateful
for the quality of both the organization and the
speakers.
They also keep asking for handouts before or
at the beginning of each session and for more
practice everyday.
The language issue is noticed again, it is really
necessary to do something about the communication and translation. “The things that lacked
interest in Tours were those for which language
was a problem.”
One person would have preferred an evaluation
everyday because it is difficult to have an objec-
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tive opinion at the end of the session. And another would like more conducting experience.
A suggestion was made: “Evenings could be
dedicated to socializing and getting to know
each other better on the condition that they
would be planned in terms of time and meeting
point(s). This should remain on free will of participants though.”
In the comments and to finish, Leo sings
was described as an inspiring and great project that brings unity and understanding.

Analysis of anonymous questionnaires distributed to participants.

Thanks to the team

THE PARTNERS
•	Plate-forme interrégionale d’échange et de coopération
pour le développement culturel (France) • coordinateur du projet
• European Voice Teachers Association EVTA (Allemagne)
•	Fundació Interarts per la Cooperació Cultural Internacional (Espagne)
• Institut Européen de Chant Choral INECC (Luxembourg)
• Moviment Coral Català (Espagne)
•	Det Jyske Musikkonservatorium (Conservatoire Royal) Aarhus / Aalborg (Danemark)
•	CEntre de PRAtiques VOcales et Instrumentales en région Centre • CEPRAVOI (France)
• European Voices Association (Allemagne)
• Les Films du Loup blanc (France)

LEO sings! est soutenu par le programme européen Leonardo da Vinci.
Le programme Leonardo de l’Union Européenne finance les projets pratiques
dans le domaine de la formation professionnelle tout au long de la vie.

cepravoi.fr
CEntre de PRAtiques VOcales et Instrumentales en région Centre
8 place François Mitterrand BP 36
37270 Montlouis-sur-Loire
Tél. +33 (0)2 47 50 70 02
contact@cepravoi.fr
Anaïs Andos, civic service volunteer in CEPRAVOI, carried this study.
Accessprint performed the graphical works.

